Philosophy of rules

topic of SLC meeting

Etienne objects to Faccenda draft

by George Velich
and Fred Graver
Staff Reporters

The Student Life Council discussed rules regarding drugs, sexual relations and the implications of the rules philosophy during yesterday's meeting.

Student Body President Dennis Etienne questioned the wording in the opening paragraph in the Faccenda draft of the rules manual. The rules now say that certain actions by a member of the Notre Dame community could raise the question of "whether the offender wishes to remain a member of this voluntary society, and whether the community wants him or her to remain here."

Etienne objected to the clause, saying that it disregarded the degree of consequence in the action and implies that anyone breaking these rules will be subject to review by the community.

Dr. Phillip Faccenda, Vice-President Student Affairs, answered by saying that "this is the cornerstone to the entire policy of the University. Judgment on an action is based on a person's attitude rather than on the act itself."

He continued by stating that the difference lies in "whether the person doesn't want to be here and simply made a mistake."

The Council passed a motion to have the Drafting Committee re-word the passage, retaining its basic philosophy.

The Council then turned to the passage in the rules on marijuana and other drugs. Last week, Dr. Faccenda stated that the Student Affairs office had made a distinction between hard drugs and marijuana.

The rule presently states: "Although there is some uncertainty about the effects of marijuana, the University does not consider its use acceptable." Dennis Etienne objected on the grounds that he felt the University should not state this because of the ambiguity and vagueness of the University policy. He then stated that the rules would be very hard to enforce.

Dr. Faccenda answered by defining the University plans for enforcement, which center on "the providing of drugs, and the using of drugs."

The Council then voted to keep the paragraph as it stands, maintaining three levels of drug use. The first states that all providers of any drugs, including marijuana, are committing a serious violation. The second pertains to using of hard drugs, such as hallucinogens and narcotics, which is also a serious violation. The third category states that the users of marijuana are not committing a serious violation.

Dr. Faccenda stated the University plans on using "more reasonable means to stop this problem" (marijuana usage).

He continued by saying that "the University believes that sexual union should occur only in marriage."

A motion to delete the entire philosophy was defeated on the grounds that the relaxing of rules would be, in the long run, detrimental because of peer group pressure to exercise "liberties."

The SLC will meet again Wednesday at 4:30.

Prices delay co-ex dining until Oct. 8

by Denise Crowley
Staff Reporter

The co-exchange dining program for Notre Dame and St. Mary's will begin Oct. 8. The program has been held up this fall because of price differentials and unequal exchanges.

St. Mary's will receive one hundred tickets for dinner at Notre Dame. These tickets will be distributed to each of the four halls at eight o'clock in the morning. Each hall will receive 25 tickets and they are available on a first-come, first-serve basis from the girl at the main desk. Judy Mardino, head of the co-ex program at St. Mary's, stressed that the girls must be responsible in allowing everyone a fair chance for a ticket.

At Notre Dame, the tickets will be handled on a random rotation basis. There will be two or three halls receiving the 100 tickets allotted for each night but the specific rotation hasn't been decided yet. The food Service Advisory Board, headed by Mariclare Molitor, is coordinating the exchange at N.D.

The unequal amount of exchange from each school was one of the reasons for the delay in the exchange. More N.D. students were going to St. Mary's than girls going over to Notre Dame. This has been worked out to a balance of 100. Brother Kieran Ryan, Assistant Vice President of Business Affairs, said that this balance "worked out fairly well in the past. We want to keep those same guidelines."

Another reason for the delay was the problem in printing the tickets. St. Mary's tickets still have to be numbered and dated. With these two delays out of the way, the co-ex program will start next Monday.

Washington Hall hosts Plimpton tonight at 8

George Plimpton, best known for his do-anything antics, often before nationwide TV audiences and in best selling books, comes to campus tonight at 8 p.m. in Washington Hall.

Plimpton's greatest fame is probably as a result of his pro-football debut, the subject of his book, and later a movie, called Paper Lion.

He has played tennis with Pancho Gonzales, bridge with Oswald Jacoby, and football with the Baltimore Colts. Plimpton boxed with light heavyweight champion Archie Moore, swung his baseball bat in the major leagues, and played with the New York Philharmonic.

Currently Plimpton is the editor-in-chief of the Paris Review, an international literary magazine. He is past editor of the Harvard Lampoon.

His appearance on campus is sponsored by the Student Union Academic Commission. Admission is free.
Mondale attacks Austria

**on Jewish immigration ban**

WASHINGTON, (UPI) — The Senate opened its foreign aid debate Monday by voting disapproval of the Austrian government's decision to close a major transit camp for Jews leaving Russia.

The amendment to the $1.2 billion foreign aid bill, adopted by Sen. Walter Mondale, D-Minn., calls on President Nixon to express to Austria concern over the closing of a camp used by Jews in their way to Israel. The Austrian government took the action at the request of Arab terrorists who had seized Jewish hostages aboard a train from Russia.

Mondale said he was disturbed that the United States had said nothing to Austria about the action so far, and added: "the closure of this facility is a very serious matter. I cannot help being impressed by what this action poses in moral terms in the situation of German Jews in the 1980s."

Mondale said Germany had sealed her borders to Jews who wanted to leave, the United States and other countries did nothing to help them, and that the holocaust of Hitler's death camps resulted.

"I believe that if we remain silent now, our silence will be regarded as an endorsement of the Austrian policy," Mondale said.

The amendment was criticized by Sen. J. William Fulbright, D-Ark., who said it was "unwarranted interference in the internal affairs of a "small, friendly country."

The legislators defeated two amendments offered by Sen. James Abourezk, D-S.D., to bar the use of money in countries that hold political prisoners or to finance police operations in any country.

They deleted from the bill a proposal to promote U.S. exports to poor countries through a cheap loan system.

Proxmire beaten on way home, not seriously hurt

WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., was attacked Monday night as he walked home from work Monday, District of Columbia police reported.

Proxmire said he had been beaten by a large stick but he was not seriously injured.

Police said two youths, one 14 and the other 15, had been arrested and charged with assault with intent to commit robbery and assault on a member of Congress — a new crime passed after Sen. John Stennis, D-Miss., was seriously wounded by an attacker.

Proxmire said he was attacked about 7 p.m. EDT near his home in northwest Washington. One of the youths had "a cap gun", he said, and the other had a "stick like a bank bart."

"They said, 'give me your money,' and I said 'you must be kidding,'" Proxmire said.

He said one of them started hitting him with the stick. He grabbed it and pulled the youth out into the street, so they could be seen by oncoming cars. "They saw the cars coming and started to run," he said.

Proxmire said he called the police and drove around the neighborhood in a patrol car and spotted the youths.

They deleted from the bill "specializing in Group Travel" a plan to promote U.S. exports to poor countries through a cheap loan system.

"I doubt they knew who I was, they wouldn't know a senator," he said.

Tyrone Marshall, charged in the Stennis shooting last January, is currently on trial in U.S. district court.

---

Homecoming package sales termed 'most orderly ever'

by Valeri Zurblis

Staff Reporter

It was the "most orderly it's been ever," commented one Student Union official, on the selling of the homecoming package tickets Monday morning.

In past years, cutting in line and fights breaking out were a common occurrence. Several years ago some students went so far as to go up to the top floor of La FortuneSometimes they had to toss the windows on the inside and climb in the Fiesta Lounge to get tickets.

This year the sale was set up on a first-come, first-serve basis, that included a sign-up list. At 9:00 a.m. each buyer signed a priority list, which entered them for a ticket. By 11:00 a.m. all 220 tickets were accounted for with many people still in line. The person signing the list or a representative had to be in line from 11:00 on or forfeit his place and go to the end of the list.

The homecoming year consists of game day at Spartan Center after the pep rally Friday night, tickets to the USC game which is next day, and a trip to the Carpenter's concert Saturday night.

The Observer is published daily during the college semester except Christmas, New Year's Day, March Break, and May Break. It is distributed to University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College students. The Observer reserves the right to reject any article. The Observer is an independent student newspaper. The Observer, 800 N. Main St., South Bend, Indiana 46614. Second class postage paid. Notre Dame, Ind. 46614.

---

**Michigan State tickets scarce**

by Patrick Hanflin

Staff Reporter

Student interested in tickets for the Michigan State game should be prepared for a tough battle and high prices.

Despite efforts for tickets are plastered on every bulletin board on campus and fill the want ads in the Observer.

Calls to numbers posted on the boards brought in the paper brought in the paper yesterday offers as high as twenty-five and thirty dollars for a pair of MSU tickets on the forty yard line.

There was some range in offers. Some people asking only ten dollars for such seats and others took down offers for membership to the game on the radio. The average offer was twenty dollars, but prices should rise as the game approaches and tickets become scarcer. It looks like those who still hope to see the Irish in action will have to resign yourselves to empty pockets.
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Music department expands
to meet needs of the university

by William Murphy
Staff Reporter

An intensification of curricula
added musical groups and an
expanded concert series highlight
an attempt by the Notre Dame
Music Department to service the
musical needs of all the members
of the university community. The
Observer spoke with Dr. William
Cerny, chairman of the music
department, about what he termed
“an encouraging expansion of
musical interests” here on cam­
pus.
Music majors, according to
Cerny, will undergo a new,
tensive curriculum in both
musical history, theory, per­
formance-literature and two types
of musical education. A new two-year
program geared toward
the graduate level has also been
established in these five areas.
“The department also has a new
double-degree program,” said
Cerny, “which enables a student to
earn both a Bachelor of Arts and a
Music degree in five years. This
permits the student to develop an
academic background coupled
with the music program Students
who wish to teach music will find
that this program will fulfill all
their needs.”
Cerny also announced the
creation of a new audio center for
music graduate students to be
opened at the Memorial Library
in January.
Cerny emphasized that the
department wishes to serve the
whole university. “There is an
increased interest in music among
the students,” said Cerny. “This is
shown by the increased enrollment
in the introduction to music and
piano courses.”
In order to meet the needs of
the student body, the music
department has created several
new musical activities. Besides
the Band and the Glee Club students
may also participate in the
University Chorus, the Chapel
Choir and the University Or­
chestra. There is also a polyphonic
choir which will be performing
vocal literature of the 16th and 17th
centuries such as masses, motets
and madrigals.

Erratum

In a special supplement to The
Observer, Friday, September 21,
the Avon Theater was erroneously
listed as the Avon Art Theater and
reported as showing x-rated films.
The owner of the Avon has in­
formed The Observer that his
theater shows first and second-run
films. The Observer wishes to
directly contact the owner and patrons
of the Avon Theater.

Business College announces
Professorship in Accountancy

The University of Notre Dame
has announced that a Peat
Marwick Mitchell Scholarship in
Accountancy is being established
in the College of Business Ad­
ministration. Funded by the Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Foun­
dation, New York, it is the first
professorship in the department.
The Department of Accountancy
is the second largest under­
graduate major in the University, with over 300 junior and senior majors currently on
campus. Possessing a long en­
during public accountancy
orientation, the department also
offers programs in industrial
accountancy, an in management
science-accountancy. Sub­
disciplines include specializations in
taxation, management control,
governmental, international and
management information system
accountancy. Last year, the
department placed over 40 graduates
with national public accounting firms and an equal
number in industry, government,
teaching and graduate or law
schools nation wide. More than
80 percent of the faculty of the
department are Certified Public
Accountants, and two-thirds of the
faculty hold the doctorate in their
field.

Grades of the University of
Notre Dame include eight partners
and 50 members of the present
professional staff at Peat, Mar­
wick, Mitchell & Co., one of the
world’s largest accounting firms in the field.
Trustees of the firm, who met
recently with academic and ad­
iministrative officials of the
University of Notre Dame, in­
cluded the managing partners
of the South Bend, Chicago and Los
Angeles offices and New York
Education Practices offices and
the national personnel
director for the firm.
Ray M. Powell, professor and
chairman of accountancy, will
head the committee to conduct a
nationwide search aimed at filling
the professorship in 1974.
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Dissatisfied Customer

Dear Editor:

What is the sense in setting up rules if they are not going to be enforced? I am reporting the "rules" concerning the sale of the USC tickets. According to an article in The Observer of October 1 and according to directions posted on campus, "anyone on the waiting list for Fiesta Lounge before the doors open (1 p.m.) will be ejected." Why is it then that when I arrived at 1 p.m. (being one of the many people who were stupid enough to follow the rules), not only were all the tickets sold out, but I, like many other people believed that the rules were made for a reason, namely to be adhered to. On behalf of all the rightfully irate students, I ask the Student Union for an explanation.

Sincerely,  
Kathy Rimar

Dirty Chess

Dear Editor:

This past weekend I participated in your annual "Observer" Chess Tournament. Admittedly, I am a player of skills, and therefore am not on the N.D. chess team, but nevertheless I expect to receive treatment equivalent to those of the team. The tournament director threatened to cancel my management of the tourney. Never before have I been engaged in such a haphazardly run tourna­ment, i.e. no table numbers and no definite set of rules. When I was changed seemingly at the last minute my objection was not entertained by an opponent who never arrived at the tournament site.

That may not be too logical, but it's the logic of people who will never again trust the announcements. Student Union makes concerning ticket sales.

It is indeed unfortunate that Student Union, already suspected by many hopefuly mistaken students of playing favorites with all ticket sales, was not more careful with the students' feelings Monday.

And it's the customer we're supposedly worried about.

Remember, S.U., the customer is always right. Let's hope those who felt cheated today come to recognize the games.

Butch Ward

A Bad Move

There's one thing that the people who run an organization that serves a large number of people should always remember: People are very impressionable.

They're not always fair—but they always remember.

Monday was the day that Student Union announced as the day on which ticket sales for the Homecoming Weekend would go on sale. They announced that tickets for the concert would go on sale in the Fiesta Lounge beginning at 1 p.m. and a package deal containing two dance tickets and two tickets to the Southern Cal game would be made available starting at 7 p.m.

By 1 p.m., or shortly thereafter, all of the package deal tickets were sold, and a waiting list of 50 people greeted those who had come to stand in line.

And that's poor management.

The decision to sell the tickets ahead of the announced time was apparently made because "500 people" had already joined the line by this morning to await the sale of the 260 package deals.

Logically, it was then reasonable to sell the tickets since any students who joined the line later would only be turned away.

But business men shouldn't base their decisions solely on logic. Because their customers don't base their impressions of a business solely on logic.

And it's the customer we're supposedly worried about.

Remember that every student waiting in that line for football and dance tickets got in that line fully expecting to wait until 7 p.m. for the tickets to be sold. Whether they arrived at 11 p.m. Sunday or 1 p.m. Monday, they expected to wait until 7 p.m. for the tickets to be issuable.

So holding off on the sales would not have affected the people in line.

And every person on this campus who read the article announcing those sales or saw a Student Union poster advertising those sales had at least the right to get to LaFortune before 7 p.m. and wait in line. It's those people who are most affected by the early sales.

They weren't too happy to arrive at the lounge hours before the announced time of sales and be informed that everything was sold out. Don't be surprised if those people read an article on the 16th of October announcing the start of sales for an upcoming concert on November 1, and immediately form a line in the Fiesta Lounge expecting to be waled on as soon as this people did.

It's those people who are most affected by the early sales.

If we take seriously Father Burtchaell's suggestion that education is a moral as well as an intellectual adventure, and if, as such, it contributes to our fulfillment as Christian human beings, I don't think we should ever be surprised on days when some of us choose to celebrate our academic life by being late for classes to Saturday classes. The logic of this proposal escapes me.

If we take seriously Father Burtchaell's suggestion that education is a moral as well as an intellectual adventure, and if, as such, it contributes to our fulfillment as Christian human beings, I don't think we should ever be surprised on days when some of us choose to celebrate our academic life by being late for classes to Saturday classes.

Remember, S.U., the customer is always right. Let's hope those who felt cheated today came to recognize the games.

Sincerely,

Kathy Rimar

The Screechers

Dear Editor:

Here we sit at 1:42 a.m., being kept awake by a volley of various pre-historic grunts and what's that putting it mildly. It seems that somebody forgot to feed or change the diapers of the inhabitants of the Dilley Day (and apparently Night) Camp.

Last night, it was funny at first. But then 2:30 a.m. rolled around and the children were still at it. Somehow, it's last. It looks like they may break their record.

I guess that when we walk into Elot's "ans quiz tomorrow and explain our predicament, he'll be more than happy to hear our tale, and tell us to forget the quiz and go get some sleep.

But if Dillon hears about that, they'll probably screw up the day way, too. We have but one com­ment for the Dilley pre-schoolers, and we think they'll understand what we're driving at. Goo-goo, ga-ga.

Sleeplessly,

John, Dave, Joe and Ed Alumni Hall

Celebration of Work

Editor: According to an article concerning the 1974-75 academic calendars which appears in today's Observer, the observance of the Roman Church's holy days during the academic year may necessitate the scheduling of Saturday classes. The logic of this proposal escapes me. If we take seriously Father Burtchaell's suggestion that education is a moral as well as an intellectual adventure, and if, as such, it contributes to our fulfillment as Christian human beings, I don't think we should ever be surprised on days when some of us choose to celebrate our academic life by being late for classes to Saturday classes.

Even if we consider the academic life to be servile work, to defer classes to Saturday can only make our observance of holy days hollow; we will observe the letter of the law, at the expense of the spirit.

Lest be thought that I am being too idealistic about this, I have practical reasons for this mild protest. My (Catholic) Church has "no holy days of obligation," our fasts fall on different days, and since my kids go to public school they will not be on holy days anyway. Rather than being able to celebrate somebody else's feasts by rattle around in an empty house and looking forward to an extra day off school and a mother's praise. God with my work on the holy day, and with my family on the weekend.

Sincerely,

Bob Kerby

The observer
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ZINGE, I'M IN THE MIDDLE OF A TIGHT GAME! MEANWHILE, MY OPPONENT IS AT THE BEACH! IT'S A STINKY NIGHT FOR THE BEST Embry Hops

IT'S A BRAND NEW OPPORTUNITY! I'M BLEEDING TO GET MYSELF TO THE OUTSIDE LIMITS OF AN ENEMY'S (AND TO INCREASE THE MIND PROSPERITY OF THE NATURAL WORLD.) I'M ALSO HOPING TO GET THE CHANCE TO PLAY IN THE DÖGHOUSE...
Full term 'unjust'  
Sirica reduces sentences of Waterbugs 

WASHINGTON (UPI) — U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica said Monday he would reduce the sentences imposed on five members of the Watergate-breaking team because forcing them to serve the full period "would not only be unjust, but would be unworkable."

"They have attorneys, however, indicated to reporters later they would press ahead with motions to change their original pleas of guilty," Sirica said.

In other Watergate-related developments:

— Donald H. Segretti, 31, Los Angeles, former Treasury Department lawyer, was expected to plead guilty to a four-count indictment for conspiracy and disseminating illegal political literature during the 1972 Florida presidential primary.

— Sirica was expected to grant immunity protein in prosecution to Robert M. Benz, 25, a Young Republican official from Tampa, Fla., and Martin D. Kelley, both of whom worked as field operators for the Nixon campaign. Sirica said it was anticipated he otherwise would not allow the plea and the government would refuse to testify.

— The Senate committee ap- pointed in District Court for immunity to Segretti said that the plea was anticipated he otherwise would not allow the plea and the government was willing to provide immunities for the Nixon campaign.

— Benet went to a Wallace rally in Pinellas County on Feb. 12, 1972, and distributed campaign literature saying, "If you like Hillary you'll love Wallace ... vote for Munkse."

— Benet distributed posters saying, "Help Munkse Support Busing our Children Now."

— Segretti agreed to plead guilty on Dec. 1, 1971, for disruption of the Jackson and Munkse campaign.

Appearing before Sirica in the hearing for the plea of Segretti were Mark E. Howard Hunt Jr., former White House aide and one of the group of four men who actually entered the Watergate plaza, and K. Howard Sutler, executive director of the Student Action Commission. Slides of the Nixon campaign were sent out Monday.

"It was never my intention, and I give it no emphasis, that the maximum term of the provisional sentences should become the terms of the final sentences," Sirica said. "In this case such a disposition would not only be unwarranted but unjust.

Sirica said he had planned to dispose of the sentences last month but, at the last minute, filed motions to change their pleas on grounds they were led to believe they were not acting in the national interest."

He set a maximum 35-year sentence for the others, 40 each.

Newsprint prices increased $15 a ton

Toronto UP - Abitibi Paper Co. Ltd., one of Canada's major newspaper producers, has informed its customers of a $15 a ton increase in its newspaper price as of Jan. 1, 1973. The company spokesman said Monday.

The spokesman said a letter informing the company's customers - many of whom are newspapers, was sent out Monday. The increase raised the price of $66.75 to $81.75.

Abitibi has nine mills located in Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba.

Isis Gallery opens

by Gregg Bangs
Staff Reporter

The Isis Gallery has begun its second season with a display of light sculptures by J. Paul Morrell, a distinguished two years work with light.

The gallery is located in the Northeast corner of the Old Field House which is in the public from one o'clock to four o'clock in the afternoon, Tuesday, through Saturday. Sauter's exhibition will last two weeks and is the first of an expected four shows to be offered by ISIS this semester.

"Besides displaying an artist's work the Isis serves other purposes," stated Gallery Director Robert Gregory, a second year Art Graduate student. "ISIS would like to bring about a degree of interaction between the Notre Dame community and the art world. According to Gregory, "this can be accomplished by bringing in prominent guest artists who would lecture to Notre Dame Art students and present a show of their work at the same time." He also added that he has a yearly newspaper output of $1,200,000. Some 800,000 tons is shipped to American newspapers, mainly concentrated in eastern states, and in the northwest, a company spokesman said.

The increase raised the price of $66.75 to $81.75.

Abitibi has nine mills located in Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba.

Campus briefs...

horseback riding

Light sculpture display highlights the opening of the Isis Gallery's second season.

Some time periods remain open for University of Notre Dame faculty, students and staff who are interested in the personal and families who wish to use the special facilities of the University at Laughlin's Place Riding Academy in the valley. The hours of supervised riding are offered by the academy each weekday between 4 and 6 p.m. and 3:30 p.m., on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Wednesday mornings are reserved for women, Fridays, mornings for adults, and Saturday mornings for children. Stables are open from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Saint Mary's College personnel and students presently participate in classes or riding activities at the 7:35 a.m. and 10 a.m. trail rides which are reserved for women, and 9:30 a.m. trail rides for adults.

Saint Mary's College personnel ride on Mondays, Southwestern Indiana College on Tuesdays.

The lecture series will be held each Wednesday evening in the Student Center from 7 to 8:30 p.m. in the fall, and in the spring in the College's auditorium. The first session will be held on Wednesday evening with the second on Thursday evening.

Students may register for twice weekly riding sessions in the registrar's office at a fee of $40 per hour. A fee of $5 per hour is charged for other university personnel.

The College is located two miles west of Niles, Ohio, on the Buchman Road and is under the direction of Robert Egan.

Barbara Peterman has been named to the post of Observer. Peterman is a junior women in her second year.

SMC runoffs produce one tie, one win

by Jude Peterson
Staff Reporter

Run-off elections at SMC's Monday meeting resulted in a tie for Student Assembly president, and the filling of a seat on the Student Assembly. 

Debbie Schoofberlin took a Holy Cross seat on the Student Assembly with 31 votes each in the election for the Regina Hall position. The election also resulted in the in abstentions and one write-in vote.

Voting to break the tie will be held from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday following official campaigning between 9 p.m. Monday and noon Wednesday.

Debbie Schoofberlin took a Holy Cross seat on the Student Assembly with 31 votes each in the election for Regina Hall position. There were also 11 abstentions.

The new indictment alleged that:


— Bent went to a Wallace rally in Pinellas County on Feb. 12, 1972, and distributed campaign literature saying, "If you like Hillary you'll love Wallace ... vote for Munkse."

— Bent distributed posters saying, "Help Munkse Support Busing our Children Now.

— Segretti agreed to plead guilty on Dec. 1, 1971, for disruption of the Jackson and Munkse campaign.

Appearing before Sirica in the hearing for the plea of Segretti were Mark E. Howard Hunt Jr., former White House aide and one of the group of four men who actually entered the Watergate plaza, and K. Howard Sutler, executive director of the Student Action Commission. Slides of the Nixon campaign were sent out Monday.

"It was never my intention, and I give it no emphasis, that the maximum term of the provisional sentences should become the terms of the final sentences," Sirica said. "In this case such a disposition would not only be unwarranted but unjust."

Sirica said he had planned to dispose of the sentences last month but, at the last minute, filed motions to change their pleas on grounds they were led to believe they were not acting in the national interest."

He set a maximum 35-year sentence for the others, 40 each.

hit - and - run damage

Hit-and-run accidents in Notre Dame and St. Mary's parking lots this year have caused considerable damage to property and damage. During the first month of this semester six hit-and-runs have occurred, according to the security departments.

SMC Security Director, Anthony Kovatch, urges students who have been involved in a hit-and-run do not report the incident.

In a prepared statement, Sirica said he was disturbed that there was "no misunderstanding" about their sentences that he was imposed in March after the jury found them guilty.

"It was never my intention, and again I repeat with emphasis, that the maximum term of the provisional sentences should become the terms of the final sentences," Sirica said. "In this case such a disposition would not only be unwarranted but unjust."

Sirica said he had planned to dispose of the sentences last month but, at the last minute, filed motions to change their pleas on grounds they were led to believe they were not acting in the national interest."

He set a maximum 35-year sentence for the others, 40 each.

hit - and - run damage

Hit-and-run accidents in Notre Dame and St. Mary's parking lots this year have caused considerable damage to property and damage. During the first month of this semester six hit-and-runs have occurred, according to the security departments.

SMC Security Director, Anthony Kovatch, urges students who have been involved in a hit-and-run do not report the incident.

In a prepared statement, Sirica said he was disturbed that there was "no misunderstanding" about their sentences that he was imposed in March after the jury found them guilty.

"It was never my intention, and again I repeat with emphasis, that the maximum term of the provisional sentences should become the terms of the final sentences," Sirica said. "In this case such a disposition would not only be unwarranted but unjust."

Sirica said he had planned to dispose of the sentences last month but, at the last minute, filed motions to change their pleas on grounds they were led to believe they were not acting in the national interest."

He set a maximum 35-year sentence for the others, 40 each.
French student gives impressions of America

by Tom Russo
Staff Reporter

Today marks the end of a month-long stay in the United States for Chantal Collet, a native of Angers, France. She was invited to Notre Dame-St. Mary's by several friends who participated last year in Notre Dame's Foreign Studies Program in France. Her family, by the way of dinners and other activities, befriended many Notre Dame students and helped them to better understand the French way of life. In return, they bought the 18-year-old student a round-trip ticket to the United States. She is staying here as a guest of St. Mary's student government.

Her second voyage to the United States, this is Ms. Collet's first visit to Notre Dame-St. Mary's. "This is a nice place-peaceful," she says with a lyrical tinge of French accent. "This is a nice place to study," she laughs.

A pre-med student in Angers, Ms. Collet sampled several courses at Notre Dame and St. Mary's, including biology, organic chemistry, psychology, and American Character. She was impressed by the quality of classes and professors in comparison with the state educational system predominant in France. She knows for knowledge's sake. This together with teachers' lack of rapport with students, has led French youth to see college as a means to a job only, not an educational process as in America.

Observer Insight

Her main criticism of Notre Dame is that it is too predominantly male. "The ratio must be near 50-50 to produce normal reactions in people." She feels that boys at parties are often looking for girlfriends, while the girls want friendships, not serious relationships. Even in France elementary and high schools are generally not co-ed, and "This is not good, especially at this time of life," claimed Ms. Collet.

As for the Notre Dame drinking tradition, she stated, "I don't like to drink or parties." When she first came to the United States, she couldn't see the differences among varied areas. "It's too big. Houses and towns are the same all over the country. There's no regional diversity as in France. She believes this is so because America is a nation of individuals, always moving, with no real roots other than America. "It becomes hard to belong to a place." In contrast, France is a nation of areas, of towns are the same all over the country. France is a nation of areas, of diversity as in France. She believes this is so because America is a nation of individuals, always moving, with no real roots other than America. "It becomes hard to belong to a place." In contrast, France is a nation of areas, of towns are the same all over the country. France is a nation of areas, of towns are the same all over the country. France is a nation of areas, of towns are the same all over the country.

Notre Dame is not, she feels, representative of American colleges. It is made up of students who are in general rich, intelligent, and Catholic. She feels that the unity of religion is beneficial because the required theology courses prompt the students to search for their proper relationship with God.

She would like to spend a year studying at Notre Dame in the near future because "a year away from home, and family, and even from your own language opens your mind and helps you to find who you are." This afternoon Ms. Collet's plane is leaving from O'Hare to Paris. Despite her accurate criticisms, she treasures a deep feeling for the United States and for Notre Dame. She would like to thank her friends, the administration at St. Mary's, and all those who were "friendly in helping me find my way around."

THE MASTER OF MIDDLE EARTH
"J.R.R. TOLKIEN"

to all halls, clubs, and organizations:

If your group is interested in constructing a booth for Mardi Gras '74 during next semester, please contact Terry Gorrell at 234-6274 or Stephen Boy at 222-8436 by FRIDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1973. This deadline is necessary in order to facilitate floor space allocations and other preliminary operations.

The Architecture Department will assist each organization in their booth designs and construction as part of its academic program. More details will be furnished after each organization has indicated its intention.

Thank you.

---

THE MASTER OF MIDDLE EARTH
"J.R.R. TOLKIEN"

MARDI GRAS 1974
THE MASTER OF MIDDLE EARTH
Washingto: (UPI) - The lawyer for Waterg- 
tate burglars said Monday his clients "weren't ordered to kill anybody." but were being treated dis­courteously by the office of Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox.

The lawyer, Daniel E. Schults, also said the families of the four men are strapped for cash and are making a public appeal for defense funds beginning with a benefit dinner Thursday night in Miami.

Schults said his clients - Bernard L. Barker, Frank A. Stewart, Sturgis, Virgil R. Gonzalez and Eugene R. Martinez - have been found guilty enough to go as "The Cubans" in the Watergate case - were hired by Hunt to carry out the Waterg- 

Group threatens renewal of WBRB license

by Gary Allietta
Staff Reporter

People for Progress in Radio, a group of local listeners, have filed a petition with the FCC to prevent the renewal of radio station WBRR's broadcasting license.

Steve Raymond, 32, spokesman for the group, said the move was in response to the format change away from progressive rock which WBRR enacted last March.

Ed Welch, 36, is the group's at- 
torney. He said the petition was filed on July 2, but the owner, had until July 22 to file a re- 

Both Raymond, who owns Pandora's Books, and Welch pointed out that Booth cited an unpopular song as the reason for the change.

However, Welch has a balance sheet from 1970-73, the period during which the old format was used, along with statements from station em- 

Among points on the petition are allegations that WBRR failed to meet community needs and that station employees were treated discourteously by the chief engineer.

Welch also noted that no minority em- 

There are 300 children in the primary department and 500 in the school, and the primary department is comprised of grades one through four. The school has some films and the South Bend Public Library has many films which could be shown to the children, but a projector is often not available to the lower grades.

Hunt education costs prohibit purchasing a projector. Labels can be dropped off in the Notre Dame Lawyer office in the basement of the law school anytime during the day until November 25. The children would appreciate the help.

as long as you're stuck in south bend

you should have someone take care of your immediate insurance needs namely

APARTMENT CAR INSURANCE at very reasonable rates.

Call me for a quote: Jim Dunfee 287-4344
DUNFEE GREENE AGENCY
1736 Mishawaka Avens
South Bend 15, Indiana

OFF-CAMPUS OFFICE
OPENING MONDAY, OCT.
located in basement of LaFortune

HOURS
MONDAY 3-4 TUESDAY 11-12 WEDNESDAY 11-12 THURSDAY FRIDAY 3:00-4:00 3:00-4:00
commissions
mike higgins mick hartigan mark proesel VOLUNTEERS WELCOME (co-eds preferred) phone 7755

40,000 Campbell soup labels needed for primary school

Holy Cross School, a grade school located near Notre Dame, is in need of 40,000 Campbell soup labels for a project that the school will donate to the community.

If the school can collect 40,000 Campbell soup can labels before November 25, the children will be able to make a healthy contribution.

The children are requesting the assistance of all St. Mary's and Notre Dame listeners, faculty and administration members with their desire. All the Holy Cross students are collecting labels but it is unlikely they can save enough on their own. They have already gathered 4,000 labels. If each off-campus student saved 30 labels between now and November 25, the children could have their projector.

For an additional effort, Holy Cross School is offering a $500 reward to the person who will donate their last week's worth of labels before November 25.

All are serving provisional maximum terms of 40 years in prison, though Chief U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica in Washington, D.C., said the government's request for a 50-year term against each of the defendants was "unrealistic." "We are seeking to switch their pleas to innocent in order to get them out of prison," he said.

Bernard L. Barker, Frank A. Stewart, Sturgis, Virgil R. Gonzalez and Eugene E. Martinez are among the four men indicted in 1971 break-in at the office of Ellsberg's psychiatrist, whereas Schultz said in a subsequent interview with WBRR, "We are being made to carry the can for the Watergate burglars."

They Cox's office have

"They (Cox's office) have constantly treated them dis- 

duly. They have shown no sympathy or empathy.

"They weren't ordered to kill anybody. They were simply ordered to plant an explosive on a bus where they were asked to get information on a "traitor.""

Neither Barker, Martinez nor Hunt were among the four men indicted Sept. 4 by a county grand jury in Los Angeles for the Water- 

Fielding, the leader of the team, Watergate conspirator E. How- 

On Monday, the group of concerned local listeners, along with many thousand signatures, was turned in a petition

"You ask yourself why are they intent on indicting the men further and at the same time justify not indicting Hunt," Schults said in a subsequent interview with WBRR. "Watergate was a legitimate national security operation and has been pressed to plead guilty and keep quiet.
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Defensive dominates as six shutouts open IH season

John Finerman

Blarney Stone(d)

Recent arrivals

Believe it or not, it's hockey season again. For those detractors who think that hockey season is only for the weekend, be warned! It is hockey season! And if the fans were looking for a key player for Notre Dame hockey this weekend, they would have found Coach Lefty Cavanaugh coach of the Irish this weekend.

Cavanaugh continued to be a thorn in the Marauders' side. In the first quarter, he was honest about his personal goal. "I'm excited about this year's squad," said Cavanaugh coach of the Irish this weekend. "But I'm also worried about our defense."

The Irish hockey squad is ready to face the world's best. They did it again on Sunday's overcast skies and cool day. The gift weighs in at 7 pounds, 15 ounces. His name was Finn will see him when he comes home for the morning with the University of Michigan on the board again late in the fourth quarter when QB Reagan passed up for a 6 yard pass and returned it for a touchdown. Gulyas flung 3 TD passes to end Tommy Conaty and Tony Tonto also tallied on the ground for the winners.

The Irish defense was tested throughout the second half of the game. While the offense had trouble converting on third down, the defense held off a vengeful Michigan offense limiting the Wolverines to only a field goal. The second consecutive week. A first quarter touchdown score, led by QB Steve Sinai and Mike Reppenhoff defense stopped a quarterback sneak on the last play of the game's second half to cap the Irish's hopes.

The Irish defense was tested throughout the second half of the game. The offensive line of Al Wujaik and Jay Ackert hit our day in the Michigan backfield. The Notre Dame pass defense, spearheaded by Tom MacIsaac, allowed only four Wolverine pass completions. Coach Murphy though not satisfied with his team's overall performance, and stated, "The game wasn't spectacular, but we won." The Irish offense turned in a punting duel between Michigan's Darrell Truitt and Irish sophomore Tony Brantley, averaging 40 yards per punt. The Irish offense hit the Irish next encounter at the helm, Parise, scoring no touchdowns in 13 plays, 13 of them yardage for a touchdown. Gulyas flung 3 TD passes -2 of them to end Tommy Conaty and Tony Tonto also tallied on the ground for the winners.

The Irish defense was tested throughout the second half of the game. While the offense had trouble converting on third down, the defense held off a vengeful Michigan offense limiting the Wolverines to only a field goal. The second consecutive week. A first quarter touchdown score, led by QB Steve Sinai and Mike Reppenhoff defense stopped a quarterback sneak on the last play of the game's second half to cap the Irish's hopes.

The Irish defense was tested throughout the second half of the game. The offensive line of Al Wujaik and Jay Ackert hit our day in the Michigan backfield. The Notre Dame pass defense, spearheaded by Tom MacIsaac, allowed only four Wolverine pass completions. Coach Murphy though not satisfied with his team's overall performance, and stated, "The game wasn't spectacular, but we won." The Irish offense turned in a punting duel between Michigan's Darrell Truitt and Irish sophomore Tony Brantley, averaging 40 yards per punt. The Irish offense hit the